A scintillator for a gamma ray camera constituted by a crystal of NaI (Tl) having a surface roughness of less than 400 grit and a thickness of less than approximately 9 mm.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ROUGHNESS OF POLISH</th>
<th>RESOLUTION (mm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#800</td>
<td>2.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#400</td>
<td>2.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#220</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
SCINTILLATOR FOR A GAMMA RAY CAMERA

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

1. Field of the Invention

The present invention relates to a scintillator for a gamma ray camera and, more particularly, to a scintillator for a gamma ray camera having a scintillating crystal of a specific surface roughness and a specific thickness.

2. Description of the Prior Art

Generally speaking, in Anger type gamma ray cameras, it is preferred that photomultipliers (hereinafter, referred to simply as “PM”) spaced far from a luminescent point in a crystal receive as small an amount of light as possible. The reason resides in the fact that the resolution would be deteriorated due to excessive emphasis of statistically fluctuated photoelectrons since a large weighting function multiplies in formation relating to the position of those PMs although such information is small in quantity.

To explain in more detail, FIG. 1 shows a conventional scintillator for a gamma ray camera, the light from a luminescent point P being adapted to generate scintillation light upon receipt of a gamma ray is preferably received by PMi-1, PMi and by PMi+1 (i being an integer). In FIG. 1, reference numerals 1 and 2 designate an optical guide and a window of the scintillator. A scintillating crystal 3 preferably consists of, for example, NaI (TI).

Accordingly, a line signal corresponding to a light spread function \( F_j(x) \) which would allow the light input only to those PMs adjacent to the luminescent point P but would not to the other PMs PMi-3 and PMi-2 is optimum. It will be understood that the resolution of the camera is improved by such a light spread function \( F_j(x) \) as would provide the above described light distribution.

A variety of methods have been adopted conventionally in order to improve the resolution, including a threshold-amplifier method in which the signals from PMs next to ones adjacent to the luminescent point or farther are neglected to remove the signals generated by fluctuated photoelectrons.

Alternatively, a so-called delay line method has been used in which weighting functions which multiply the information generated by statistically fluctuated photoelectrons are selected to be 0 (zero)...

Another conventional method for improving the resolution is to increase the number \( N \) of total photoelectrons received by all PMs. This increase of the number \( N \) is possible by improving the quantum efficiency of PMs and optimizing photo-coupling or light guide between the PMs and the crystal. However, partly because the increase of \( N \) is limited and partly because the resolution is improved in proportion only to the square root of \( N \), this method alone is insufficient to drastically improve the resolution.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

The invention therefore seeks to provide a scintillator for a gamma ray camera in which the scintillating crystal has a specific surface roughness and a thickness thereby to improve the resolution and enhance the contrast by a method distinct from the above described conventional methods.
In FIG. 4A, the curve has pointed peaks and a trailing skirt. The difference in roughnesses does not affect the peak of the curve but does slightly affect the skirt. In addition, the difference does not cause a substantial change in the gradient at position (Xi+1) of the PM adjacent to the luminescent source.

In FIG. 4B, the curve resembles a trapezoid the skirt of which trails to a lesser extent. The shape of the peak varies as the roughness increases. The gradient at the point Xi+1 of the PM adjacent to the luminescent point drastically increases as the roughness increases. It is to be noted that the pulse height is zero at the position Xi+2. This tendency has commonly been observed for crystals having thicknesses below 9 mm.

The ordinate axis and the abscissa axis represent relative values of pulse height and distance (mm) from the luminescent point, respectively, in FIGS. 4A and 4B. Symbols Xi, Xi+1 and Xi+2 denote the centers of PMi, PMi+1 and PMi+2, respectively.

Thus, three requirements can conveniently be satisfied solely by making the crystal rougher, for crystals thinner than 9 mm, the requirements being to increase the number N, to increase the gradient and reduce the PM at adjacent to the luminescent point to reduce the light at PMs next to the ones adjacent to the luminescent point and farther.

However, there still remains a question whether this effect is actually derived from the rougher polishing or from the reduced total distance d + d0 from the luminescent point to the PM. To clarify the reasons for the above advantageous phenomenon, a test has been made for crystals having thicknesses of 12.7 mm and 5.0 mm, in which the total distance d + d0 was kept under constant at 18 mm by inserting suitable optical guides, the result of which is shown in FIG. 5. In FIG. 5, the axes are the same as those of FIG. 4, and curves designated by o and x correspond to the crystals of 12.7 mm and 5.0 mm thicknesses, respectively, polished by a polisher of 220 grits. It will be seen from FIG. 5 that the roughly polished crystal can provide an ideal trapezoidal shape of the light spread function curve (Xi(Xi)), irrespective of the total distance from the luminescent point to the PM. The invention is to provide a scintillator having a crystal thinner than 9 mm and having a surface roughness of below 400 grits, thereby to provide an ideal light spread or distribution for the PMs.

It is therefore an object of the invention to provide a scintillator for a gamma ray camera capable of improved resolution.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG. 1 is a schematic illustration of a conventional scintillator.

FIG. 2 is an illustration for explaining the experiment executed by the present inventors.

FIG. 3 is a graph showing relationships between pulse heights and roughnesses of crystals.

FIG. 4A and FIG. 4B are graphs showing relationships between the roughness of crystals and light distributions.

FIG. 5 is a graph for explaining the effect of rough polishing of crystals.

FIG. 6 is an illustration showing an arrangement of an embodiment of the present invention.

FIG. 7 is an illustration for explaining the light distribution as presented by the embodiment of FIG. 5, and FIG. 8 is a table showing resolution powers presented by the present invention.
exhibits a larger effect due to roughing than the crystal of 9 mm in thickness.

Turning again to FIG. 4B, the variation of the spreading pattern around the peak of the curve is considered to be attributable to a drastic increase of the light component directed to the PM due to the roughness of the crystal surface. At the same time, the steep and non-trailing skirt portion of the curves are attributable to the fact that the component $O_a - b$ decreases much more from the component $O_a - a$ than the component $O_a - c$ does from the component $O_a - b$ so that the component in the direction of the incident angle is reduced as the lateral distance increases.

In the case of a thick crystal, for the purpose of comparison, the distance $d'$ from the luminescent point $P'$ to the polished surfaces is relatively large to provide smaller angles of incident. Thus, the line $P'O_b$ is considered to be parallel to the line $P'O_b'$. Therefore, the light directed from $P'$ to $O_b$ is diffused in a fashion similar to the lights $O_a - b$ and $O_b - b'$, providing vertical (i.e. directed toward the PM) components of $O_a - b$ and $O_b - b'$.

Consequently, in thick crystals, comparing a vertical incidence and an oblique incidence, a relation of $O_a - a' > O_a - b'$ exists when the crystal is polished finely, while in the roughly finished crystal, relations of $O_a - a' > O_a - b_1$ and $O_b - b_1 > O_b - b_1'$ are observed. Therefore, in thick crystals, the total amount of light received by the PM is almost constant irrespective of the roughness of the crystal surface since the integrated components of light directed to the PM are almost equal in both cases so that a property as shown in FIG. 3 is obtained regardless of the roughness. The trailing skirt portions of the curves of FIG. 4A are attributable to the fact that a smaller incident angle by a thick crystal causes a smaller reduction of components $O_a - b$ in the direction of incidence.

Cameras equipped with scintillators in accordance with the invention showed resolution powers as summarized in the table of FIG. 8, when $^{57}$Co was used as the radiation source. As have been described, the merit of rough polishing is more remarkable for thinner crystals. However, there exists practical limits for the roughness and the thickness of the crystal. An extremely thin crystal inconveniently deteriorates the detection efficiency against gamma rays. Thus, for $^{99m}$Tc (technetium), the thickness of the crystal is at least 1 to 3 mm.

At the same time, extremely rough polishing causes cracking of the crystal, as well as generation and omnipresence of bubbles at the juncture surface of the pyrex glass and the crystal. In addition, when the crystal is formed of combined domain regions having different axes, different diffusion of light would be caused by the domains to provide a false sensitivity distribution.

The roughness is therefore preferably 120 grits or less.

What is claimed is:

1. In a scintillator for Anger type camera apparatus having a scintillating crystal structure for producing light rays, and means for directing said light rays toward a photomultiplier; the improvement comprising said scintillating crystal having a thickness of 9 mm or less and upper and lower surfaces being roughly polished.

2. A scintillator as claimed in claim 1, wherein said upper and lower surfaces are polished to a roughness of 400 to 120 grits.

3. In a scintillation camera including a plurality of photomultipliers, an improved scintillator of the type having a scintillating crystal with a surface disposed facing relationship to said photomultipliers, wherein the improvement comprises means for providing a predetermined trapezoidal light distribution function curve for each luminescent point in said crystal relative to one of said photomultipliers directly facing said luminescent point, such that improved resolution of said camera is achieved, wherein said means include said crystal having a thickness no greater than 9 mm, and at least the surface of said crystal facing said photomultipliers is roughly polished.

4. An improved scintillator according to claim 3 wherein said surface is polished to a roughness of 400 grits and below, and wherein the surface of said crystal opposite to said photomultipliers is also roughly polished to the same extent, and said surfaces have a maximum surface roughness of 120 grits.

5. An improved scintillator according to claim 3, wherein the surface of said crystal opposite to said photomultipliers is also roughly polished.

6. An improved scintillator according to claim 3, further comprising means for optically guiding light from said luminescent point to said photomultipliers, wherein said means is interposed between said photomultipliers and said surface of said crystal.
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